Wheels have significant impact on noise and drag of road vehicles, which may influence their fuel consumption, emission and comfort. A number of studies have analyzed flow and aerodynamics of isolated wheel in contact with the ground, but limited attention has been given to interaction between wheels. The present study aims to compare the aerodynamics and flow structure between single and tandem wheels. To that end, flow around single and tandem wheels are simulated using a turbulence Scaled Adaptive Unsteady Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (URANS) model. Wheel geometry was based on the actual wheel used in the experiments of Fackrell and Harvey. Flow around single and tandem wheels were examined and compared, along with their respective drag and lift coefficients. Results for single wheel in contact with the ground show good agreement with previous experiments. In the tandem wheel case, the rear wheel exhibits lower drag coefficient (CD = 0.37) and more downforce (lift coefficient CL = -0.14) compared to the front wheel. The present investigation may help to illustrate impact of wheel interaction on their aerodynamics.
Introduction
Fuel consumption and emission are two of many major concerns in the automotive industry. Minimizing vehicle drag may help to reduce fuel consumption and hence, emission from a road vehicle. Flow around wheels can have significant influence on flow features around a vehicle and on their drag. In particular, wheels contribute about 40% to total drag of open-wheeled racing cars [1] and wheels may contribute up to 25% of total drag in passenger cars [2, 3] . Wheels also contribute significantly to noise in road cars and trucks [4, 5] . Hence, understanding flow around wheels is clearly important in design of road vehicles, especially for minimizing vehicle drag that may contribute to lower fuel consumption and emission, and for minimizing noise that may improve driving comfort.
As a result, a number of studies concerning flow around wheels have been undertaken, especially for isolated wheel. McManus and Zhang performed Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) simulation on a stationary and rotating isolated wheel in contact with the ground [5] . Their computations showed good agreement with experimental results of Fackrell and Harvey [6] and established difference in mean flow structures between a stationary and rotating wheel. Unlike McManus and Zhang [5] who examined slick tyres, Leśniewicz et al. [7] simulated both slick and grooved isolated rotating wheel using URANS computations, and showed reduced drag on grooved tyre, with presence of negative pressure at wheel-ground contact region as flow is accelerated through those grooves. Apart from widely used URANS models, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) have also been perfomed on isolated rotating wheel, revealing more detailed flow structures around hub and wake regions [8] . Their results showed interaction between flow structures in the hub with those around the lower separation region as the wheel rotates, leading to wider spread of lower separation vortices. In contrast, Axerio et al. [9] simulated both steady RANS and LES computations of an isolated stationary wheel and compared them to their PIV results. From the literature, although LES computations may be more accurate especially at regions of highly separated flows, URANS models were adequate to capture tyre surface pressure distribution and important mean flow structures around the tyre (for instance, arch-shaped trailing vortices in the upper wake region and counter-rotating vortex pairs in the far wake region).
In contrast to computational studies, direct measurement of wheel lift and drag forces in wind tunnel experiments have been affected by varying contact forces between the wheel and the moving ground. However, indirect method of deriving aerodynamic forces by measuring wheel surface pressure were more successful, as presented by the widely referenced benchmark experiments of Fackrell [10] and Fackrell & Harvey [6] for an isolated rotating wheel in contact with a moving ground. Their experiments confirmed results from earlier attempts at directly measuring aerodynamic forces on a wheel and suggested a peak surface pressure just upstream of the wheel-ground contact as a result of flow being forced towards this contact region before 'jetting' out through sides of the rotating wheel.
Wheels arranged in tandem may be found in many trucks and buses. Although many investigations have examined the aerodynamics of isolated wheels, flow around tandem wheels have received less attention. Indeed, a wind tunnel experiment on tandem wheels were performed just recently by Spagnolo et al. in 2017 [11] . Therefore, in the present article, we aim to study the aerodynamics around tandem wheels and examine their flow in comparison to an isolated wheel. To that end, we simulate flow around a rotating single and tandem wheels in contact with the ground using a newly developed scale resolving or scale adaptive URANS turbulence model, proposed by Menter & Egorov [12] .
Methodology
Numerical experiments involving single and tandem wheels were undertaken in the present study. In the following, further details of the computational model and simulation are briefly presented.
Wheel Geometry
To facilitate the comparison with experimental data, the wheel geometry chosen was based on an actual slick tyre described as 'A2' configuration in the experiments by Fackrell and Harvey [6, 10] . The wheel has a diameter of D = 416 mm and a shoulder breadth of 185.4 mm. A contact patch between the wheel and the ground is also defined. In the present study, the gap between the tandem wheels is kept at 0.5D. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the computational domain that was defined to closely follow previous succesful studies. The forward wheel is located 5D downstream of the inlet and is 15D away from the outlet boundary. Height and width of the computational grid is set to 3.5D and 4D respectively. The computational grid is divided into 2 blocks or sub-domains: an inner block enclosing the wheels and the outer block away from the wheels. Finer grid resolution were employed in the inner block surrounding the wheels in order to capture the necessary flow features and rapid changes in flow variables in the vicinity and wake regions of the wheels. Grids were also clustered close to the wheel surface and moving ground to resolve their boundary layers, with maximum y+ around the wheel approximately 2.6 except near the contact patch where a maximum y+ of 3.5 may be obtained. It is remarked that a very thin 2 mm platform is extended from the wheel-ground contact patch, in order to preserve boundary layer mesh quality. This is important to accurately capture boundary layer flow near the wheel-ground contact region. In total, 2.39 million cells and 3.89 million cells were employed in the single and tandem wheel simulations respectively. Figure 2 shows the computational grid in the present study. 
Computational Grid

Flow and Boundary Conditions
The computations were undertaken at similar flow conditions to those in the experiments by Fackrell and Harvey [6, 10] which was at Reynolds number based on wheel diameter of Re D = 50×10 5 and freestream turbulence of about 0.2%. This corresponds to prescribing the inlet boundary with uniform velocity of 18.6 m/s. In addition, turbulence intensity at the inlet was defined as 0.002 with a length scale of 0.04 m (corresponding to approximately 0.1D) following previous computations in Dassanayake et al. [8] . Similarly, the ground was specified as a no-slip wall boundary condition with a moving velocity equal to 18.6 m/s. As the wheels are rotating, a no-slip condition with angular velocity of 89.44 rad/s were prescribed (corresponding to moving ground velocity of 18.6 m/s) for the wheel boundaries. The top boundary was defined as a free-slip wall, while both side walls were set with symmetry boundary conditions. A zero (atmospheric) pressure was prescribed at the outlet. 
Turbulence Modelling
Previous computational studies using URANS had employed oneequation Spallart-Almaras and two-equations Realizable k- (RKE) models (for instance, in McManus and Zhang [5] and Axerio et al. [9] ), and also the two-equation k- Shear Stress Transport (SST) model (for example, in Leśniewicz et al. [7] and Dassanayake et al. [8] ), which has shown better prediction in nearwall flow separations. Although URANS models were able to predict aerodynamics forces and mean flow structures in previous wheel studies, they are limited in accurately resolving the wide range of length and time scales in turbulence structures, leading to excessively large scale predictions [13, 14] . In the present study, we employed a scale resolving (SRS) or scale adaptive (SAS) SST model to simulate the turbulence for flow around rotating wheels. SRS or SAS models includes the von Kármán length-scale, allowing the model to adjust to turbulence structures that could be resolved, resulting in LES-like simulation [12] .
Computational Procedure
Unsteady simulation for both single and tandem wheel cases were initiated from a prior steady-state solution. A time-step of 0.00001s was used, resulting in a Courant number of the order O(0) and a non-dimensionalized time-step (t U/D) of approximately 0.00045. The time-step is smaller than in previous URANS studies and is selected as more stable unsteady solutions were sought. All unsteady simulations were allowed to run for at least 1200 nondimensional time units and results were time-averaged from the final few periods. In all simulations, a second-order backward Euler scheme is employed for the temporal discretization and a high resolution method is used for the advection scheme.
Results and Discussion
In this section, results for a rotating single wheel in contact with the ground is presented, followed by results for the rotating tandem wheel case.
Single Wheel
We begin by presenting the results for the benchmark isolated or single wheel case. Figure 3 compares the surface pressure coefficient at centerline of the single wheel with experimental data of Fackrell [10] (in [5, 8] ). Surface pressure coefficient is defined as
where is local pressure at location of interest, ∞ is a far-field reference pressure, is fluid density and ∞ is free stream velocity. Both SST and SAS-SST turbulence model were run in the present study for comparison purposes. , where is the streamwise force computed by integrating the fluid stresses acting in the x-direction on the tyre surface, is the vertical force computed by integrating the fluid stresses acting in the y-direction on the tyre surface and is the frontal area of the tyre. For consistent comparison with previous works, it is remarked that for Table 1 , only the pressure component is considered for fluid stresses. 
Tandem wheels
Total lift and drag forces on both rotating front and rear wheel is summarized in Table 2 . Here, both pressure and shear stress contribution are considered in computing the streamwise and vertical forces acting on the tyre. In comparison to the front wheel (and also single isolated wheel case), drag coefficient on the rear wheel is lowered, and a negative lift (downforce) is experienced by the rear wheel. In addition, under a tandem wheel configuration, the front wheel exhibits reduced lift compared to the isolated single wheel case. 
 (degrees)
LES [8] exp. [10] SST SAS-SST Figure 5 shows the vortical structures present in a tandem wheel case, as flow around the rotating front wheel interacts with the rotating rear wheel. In the gap between the wheels, much complex vortical structures are present and the pair of counter-rotating vortical structure from the lower wake region of the front wheel is reduced in length while flowing besides the lower rear wheel sides. Vortical structures between the wheels are low pressure regions, which are likely to induce lower drag on the rear wheel. 
Conclusion
Flow around rotating single and tandem wheels in contact with the ground was computationally investigated using unsteady scaleadaptive shear stress transport (SAS-SST) simulation. Wheel geometry used was based on an actual slick tyre used in the benchmark experiments of Fackrell and Harvey [6, 10] and the gap between tandem wheels was fixed at 0.5D. Good agreement between the present model and experimental data for the single wheel were obtained except at the upper region of the wheel, which on the other hand corresponded well with a previous LES study. The tandem wheel results indicated that the rear wheel experiences lower drag and negative lift compared to the front wheel. Lift coefficients on the front wheel was also reduced compared to the single wheel case, highlighting likely influence of having a rotating rear wheel in proximity of the front wheel. Future investigation to examine influence of varying gap between front and rear wheels on the flow and aerodynamic forces on tandem wheels is recommended for further study.
